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Software Architecture in Practice

2012-09-25

the award winning and highly influential software architecture in practice third edition has been substantially revised to
reflect the latest developments in the field in a real world setting the book once again introduces the concepts and best
practices of software architecture how a software system is structured and how that system s elements are meant to
interact distinct from the details of implementation algorithm and data representation an architecture holds the key to
achieving system quality is a reusable asset that can be applied to subsequent systems and is crucial to a software
organization s business strategy the authors have structured this edition around the concept of architecture influence cycles
each cycle shows how architecture influences and is influenced by a particular context in which architecture plays a critical
role contexts include technical environment the life cycle of a project an organization s business profile and the architect s
professional practices the authors also have greatly expanded their treatment of quality attributes which remain central to
their architecture philosophy with an entire chapter devoted to each attribute and broadened their treatment of architectural
patterns if you design develop or manage large software systems or plan to do so you will find this book to be a valuable
resource for getting up to speed on the state of the art totally new material covers contexts of software architecture
technical project business and professional architecture competence what this means both for individuals and organizations
the origins of business goals and how this affects architecture architecturally significant requirements and how to determine
them architecture in the life cycle including generate and test as a design philosophy architecture conformance during
implementation architecture and testing and architecture and agile development architecture and current technologies such as
the cloud social networks and end user devices

���������������
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���� ��� �������������������������� �����������������������������������

Evaluating Software Architectures

2002

the foundation of any software system is its architecture using this book you can evaluate every aspect of architecture in
advance at remarkably low cost identifying improvements that can dramatically improve any system s performance security
reliability and maintainability as the practice of software architecture has matured it has become possible to identify causal
connections between architectural design decisions and the qualities and properties that result downstream in the systems
that follow from them this book shows how offering step by step guidance as well as detailed practical examples complete
with sample artifacts reflective of those that evaluators will encounter the techniques presented here are applicable not
only to software architectures but also to system architectures encompassing computing hardware networking equipment
and other elements for all software architects software engineers developers it managers and others responsible for creating
evaluating or implementing software architectures
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������� ������� ���� gotop

Software Architecture in Practice

2003

this is the eagerly anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of software architecture which clearly defines
and explains the topic
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����������������������������� �������������������������� ��� ���������������� � ���� �����
����������� ����������� ���������������� ������������������������� ���it ������������������
����������������������������������� ����� �������� ������������ �������������������������
���������������������� ���������������� ����������������������������������� ����������� �
��������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������������ ���

������������������

2010-12-02

�� ��� �� �� ���������������������� booch���������������������������� ����� ����������������
�������������� ��������������� ������������������������������ ���������cto �������� ��� ���
����������������������������������������� ���������������� it�����������3���� 2008�12����
�� �������������������������������� ���� how ��������� ������������������������������� ���
������������� � ��������������������������� ��������� ��� ���������� ��2���������� ��������
������������������������� ������ the process of software architecting

IT������ Vol.3

2006
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���������������������������������������� �1�����7����� ����������������������� ������ ���
������ ����� ���� sns�� ������� �������������� ���������������������� ������������������� ��
�����������������������
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����� �������� ������������� ������� ������ ���������������� �����������������������������
� ��������������������������� ������������������������������ �������� �������������������
�� ��� �1� ���� �2� ������������� �3� ������������ �4� ������������ �5� ��������� ������� �6� �
��������� �7� �������� �8� ������� �9� ����� �10� ����������� �11� ������ �12� ��� ����������
�13� ����� ������������� �14� ������������� �15� ������������

�����������������2���SQuBOK Guide V2�

2014-11-28

����������������� ����� �������������� ��������� �������� ������ ����������������� ������ ��
����� ������ �� ���� ��� ���������� ��������� ����������� ������ ��������������� ������������
めに知っておくべき概念 手法や 単体テスト リファクタリング アジャイル開発での品質担保 テストの自動化 などについて 実例を出しながら解説していきます 品質コンサルタントとして長年培っ
�������������� �������� ��������������������� ��� �1� ���� �2� ������������� �3� �����������
� �4� ������������ �5� ��������� ������� �6� ���������� �7� �������� �8� ������� �9� ����� �10�
����������� �11� ������ �12� ��� ���������� �13� ��������������� �14� ������� versus ����������
� �15� ������������ ����������������������� ���������������� �����������������������������
������ ����������� ���������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������������ ���
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2022-06-15

�������������������� ��� ��� ������ it��������������������������������������������� �������
���� �1�����13� �2���6����� ����������������������� ������ ��������� ����� ai iot�� ����������
������� ��������� ���������������������� ������������� �������������� ��������������������
����� ����������� ��������� ��� ������������� ���� �� squbok��� �� �1� ������������� �2� ������
�������� �3� ���������� �4� ������������������ �5� �������������
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������������������ �����������������������

2021-03-17

this book contains the proceedings of the fourth international workshop on product family engineering pfe 4 held in bilbao spain
october 3 5 2001 this workshop was the fourth in a series started in 1996 with the same s ject software product family
engineering proceedings of the second and third workshops have been published as lncs 1429 and lncs 1951 the workshops were
organized within co operation projects of european dustry the rst two by ares esprit iv 20 477 1995 1999 this project had
three industrial and three academic partners and focused on software archit turesforproductfamilies
someofthepartnerscontinuediniteaproject99005 esaps 1999 2001 iteaisthesoftwaredevelopmentprogram 2023 within the
european eureka initiative itea projects last for two years and esaps was succeeded by cafe itea ip00004 which started in
2001 and will t minate in 2003 this workshop was initially prepared within esaps and the preparation continued in cafe due to
the attacks in the usa of september 11 several people were not able to y and therefore did not show up however we have
included their submissions in these proceedings the session chair presented these submissions and their inputs were used during the
discussions it was planned that henk obbink be workshop chair and linda northrop and sergio bandinelli be co chairs however
because of personal circumstances henk obbink was not able to leave home during the workshop moreover both co chairs had
already enough other duties therefore the chairing duties were taken over by the program chair frank van der linden

��������������� ��3�� �SQuBOK Guide V3�

2020-11-21

on behalf of the organizing committee for this event we are glad to welcome you to iwase 2006 the first international
workshop on advanced software engineering we hope you will enjoy the traditional chilean hospitality and of course please
tell us how we can make your visit a pleasant and useful experience the goal of this workshop is to create a new forum for
researchers professionals and educators to discuss advanced software engineering topics a distinctive feature of this
workshop is its attempt to foster interactions between the latin american software engineering community and computer
scientists around the world this is an opportunity to discuss with other researchers or simply to meet new colleagues iwase
2006 has been organized to facilitate strong interactions among those attending it and to offer ample time for discussing each
paper iwase 2006 attracted 28 submissions from 14 countries 8 of them outside latin america each of the 28 articles was
reviewed by at least three members of the program committee as a result of this rigorous reviewing process 13 papers were
accepted nine fiill papers and four work in progress papers these papers were grouped in four tracks software architecture
software modeling software development process and experiences in software development

Software Product-Family Engineering

2003-07-31

this book covers everything you need to master the isaqb certified professional for software architecture foundation level
cpsa f certification this internationally renowned education and certification schema defines various learning paths for
practical software architects this book concentrates on the foundation level examination explains the cpsa f curriculum in
version 2023 covers every learning goal for best possible exam preparation describes the examination process contains dozens
of sample examination questions contains an extensive glossary of important terms

Advanced Software Engineering: Expanding the Frontiers of Software Technology

2006-08-10

architecture is crucial to the success of any large software system but even a superb architecture will fail if it isn t
communicated well now there s a language and notation independent guide to capturing architecture so it can be used
successfully by every analyst software designer and developer the authors review the diverse goals and uses of software
architecture documentation providing documentation strategies for several common scenarios they identify the basic unit of
software architecture documentation the viewtype which specifies the type of information to be provided in an architectural
view for each viewtype modules component and connectors and allocation they offer detailed guidance on documenting what
really matters next they demonstrate how to package architecture documentation in coherent usable form augmenting
architectural views with documentation of interfaces and behavior accounting for architectural variability and dynamic
systems and more

Software Architecture Foundation - 2nd edition

2023-06-01

brunobuchberger this book is a synopsis of basic and applied research done at the various re search institutions of the
softwarepark hagenberg in austria starting with 15 coworkers in my research institute for symbolic computation risc i
initiated the softwarepark hagenberg in 1987 on request of the upper aus trian government with the objective of creating a
scienti c technological and economic impulse for the region and the international community in the meantime in a joint e ort the
softwarepark hagenberg has grown to the current 2009 size of over 1000 r d employees and 1300 students in six research
institutions 40 companies and 20 academic study programs on the bachelor master s and phd level the goal of the
softwarepark hagenberg is innovation of economy in one of the most important current technologies software it is the message
of this book that this can only be achieved and guaranteed long term by watering the root namely emphasis on research both
basic and applied in this book we summarize what has been achieved in terms of research in the various research institutions in
the softwarepark hagenberg and what research vision we have for the imminent future when i founded the softwarepark
hagenberg in addition to the watering the root principle i had the vision that such a technology park can only prosper if we
realize the magic triangle i e the close interaction of research academic education and business applications at one site see
figure 1
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Documenting Software Architectures

2003

100人のスーパープログラマ 起業家 cioが選んだブックガイド ソフトウェア技術者のための名著案内です 国内最大級の開発者向けカンファレンス developers summit の歴代のスピー
�������� 100����������� ����� �����������������������������������1� ���������������������
��������������1� naokirodion��������������������������������������1� ��������si����������1� �
��������������������������������1� �������������������������1� �����������������������1�
���������������������������������������1� jenkins�������������������1� codezine���������������
����������1� codezine�����������������������1� �������������������������1� ����������������
�������������������1� ����� hhany�����������������������������1� �������������������������
����1� ���������������� ��������������1� ������������������������������������1� matsunobu��
�����������������������1� yugui�������������������1� kazumao�������������������������1� ���
����������������������1� ���������������������������������1� ���������������������������
����1� ��������������������3����������1� �� � a k a kkd ����������tdd��������������������1� ��
�� t wada ����������������������1� personal pmer������������������������1� ���������web�������
�����������windows���������1� ���� �����������������������������������1� ken t�������������
����������������1� �����������������������1� ����� ������������� ��������������������1� ��
�����������������1� adamrocker��������������������� bash0c7����������������������������1� ��
�������������������1� ����������������������������1� ����tdd�������������������1� �������
�it����������������1� �������������������������������������1� � �� kdmsnr ������������������
��1� ����������it����� ��������������1� naoya����������������������1� ���������������������
���������1� �������������������������� �����������1� �������� matz ������������������1� kassi
����������������1� ��������������������������������������� �������������������������1� ��
�������������������������������������1� ��������������������1� �������������������������
�����1� �����ruby���������������1� ����������it����������������1� �����������������������
�1� �����������������������1� ��������������������������������1� ������������������������
��1� �������������������������������������1� ruimo�����������������������1� ��������������
������1� ������������������������ � �������������������������1� �������������������������
�1� kazkawamura���������������������������1� �����������������������������1� ryuzee� ��������
�������� ���������1� �������������������������1� ���� ��������������������������1� arton�
��������������������1� ����������������������1� �����������������������������������1� ���
������������������� ����������1� �����sql����1 2������������������1� ���������������������
�����������1� ��������������������������������1� masayh����������������������������1� ����
������������ �������������1� �����it�������������������1� �������������������������������
�������1� ���������������������1� ������������������������������� ���������������������1�
���������������������1� bleis tift��������������������1� ���������������������1� ������������
������������������������1� �����������������������������������1� ��������������������1�
akky akimoto���� ��� ��� ���������������������1� �����������������������������������1� oota ken
����������������������������1� �����ipod���apple��������������1� ��������������������������
��1� ���������������������������1� ����������������������������1� �����������������������
����1� kenn����������������������1� ����������������������������1� �����web���������������
���������1� codezine ��������������������������������������1� ����������������������������
������������������1�

Hagenberg Research

2009-05-29

ieee swebok v3 0��� ��� ieee���guide to the swebok software engineering body of knowledge v3 0������ ������������
��� ������������������������������� swebok��� ������ �����������������������������������

100����������������������������1�

2012-02-21

��������������� �������������������� ��� vaughn vernon tomasz jasku�a strategic monoliths and microservices
driving innovation using purposeful architecture addison wesley ������ ����� �������������������������������
���� ���������������������� ��������������������������� ������������ ������������� �������
��� ��� ��������� ������� ���������� ������������������������������������ ��������������� �
��������� ������������������ ������� ��������� ������������� �� ����������� �� �������������
���� �������������� ����������������������� ���������������� ����������������������������
������� ����������� ���������� ��������� ���������������������������� ������������ ���

���������������������SWEBOK V3.0�

2014-11-25

��������������� ���������� ������������������������������������ �������������������������
��������

�������������

2023-01-24

��������������������� ����������� ��������������������������
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���������������

2009-04

per kroll and philippe kruchten are especially well suited to explain the rup because they have been the central forces inside
rational software behind the creation of the rup and its delivery to projects around the world from the foreword by grady
booch this book is a comprehensive guide to modern software development practices as embodied in the rational unified process
or rup with the help of this book s practical advice and insight software practitioners will learn how to tackle challenging
development projects small and large using an iterative and risk driven development approach with a proven track record the
rational unified process made easy will teach you the key points involved in planning and managing iterative projects the
fundamentals of component design and software architecture and the proper employment of use cases all team members from
project managers to analysts from developers to testers will learn how to immediately apply the rup to their work you will
learn that the rup is a flexible versatile process framework that can be tailored to suit the needs of development projects of
all types and sizes key topics covered include how to use the rup to develop iteratively adopt an architecture centric
approach mitigate risk and verify software quality tasks associated with the four phases of the rup inception elaboration
construction and transition roles and responsibilities of project managers architects analysts developers testers and
process engineers in a rup project incrementally adopting the rup with minimal risk common patterns for failure with the rup and
how to avoid them use this book to get quickly up to speed with the rup so you can easily employ the significant power of
this process to increase the productivity of your team

Design It!

2019-11

in the java world security is not viewed as an add on a feature it is a pervasive way of thinking those who forget to think in a
secure mindset end up in trouble but just because the facilities are there doesn t mean that security is assured automatically a
set of standard practices has evolved over the years the secure r coding r standard for java tm is a compendium of these
practices these are not theoretical research papers or product marketing blurbs this is all serious mission critical battle
tested enterprise scale stuff james a gosling father of the java programming language an essential element of secure coding in
the java programming language is a well documented and enforceable coding standard coding standards encourage programmers
to follow a uniform set of rules determined by the requirements of the project and organization rather than by the programmer
s familiarity or preference once established these standards can be used as a metric to evaluate source code using manual or
automated processes the cert r oracle r secure coding standard for java tm provides rules designed to eliminate insecure
coding practices that can lead to exploitable vulnerabilities application of the standard s guidelines will lead to higher
quality systems robust systems that are more resistant to attack such guidelines are required for the wide range of
products coded in java for devices such as pcs game players mobile phones home appliances and automotive electronics after a
high level introduction to java application security seventeen consistently organized chapters detail specific rules for key
areas of java development for each area the authors present noncompliant examples and corresponding compliant solutions
show how to assess risk and offer references for further information each rule is prioritized based on the severity of
consequences likelihood of introducing exploitable vulnerabilities and cost of remediation the standard provides secure coding
rules for the java se 6 platform including the java programming language and libraries and also addresses new features of the
java se 7 platform it describes language behaviors left to the discretion of jvm and compiler implementers guides developers in
the proper use of java s apis and security architecture and considers security concerns pertaining to standard extension apis
from the javax package hierarchy the standard covers security issues applicable to these libraries lang util collections
concurrency utilities logging management reflection regular expressions zip i o jmx jni math serialization and jaxp

The Rational Unified Process Made Easy

2003-04-08

widely considered one of the best practical guides to programming steve mcconnell s original code complete has been helping
developers write better software for more than a decade now this classic book has been fully updated and revised with
leading edge practices and hundreds of new code samples illustrating the art and science of software construction capturing
the body of knowledge available from research academia and everyday commercial practice mcconnell synthesizes the most
effective techniques and must know principles into clear pragmatic guidance no matter what your experience level development
environment or project size this book will inform and stimulate your thinking and help you build the highest quality code
discover the timeless techniques and strategies that help you design for minimum complexity and maximum creativity reap the
benefits of collaborative development apply defensive programming techniques to reduce and flush out errors exploit
opportunities to refactor or evolve code and do it safely use construction practices that are right weight for your project
debug problems quickly and effectively resolve critical construction issues early and correctly build quality into the
beginning middle and end of your project

The CERT Oracle Secure Coding Standard for Java

2012

software systems architecture is a practitioner oriented guide to designing and implementing effective architectures for
information systems it is both a readily accessible introduction to software architecture and an invaluable handbook of well
established best practices it shows why the role of the architect is central to any successful information systems
development project and by presenting a set of architectural viewpoints and perspectives provides specific direction for
improving your own and your organization s approach to software systems architecture with this book you will learn how
to design an architecture that reflects and balances the different needs of its stakeholders communicate the architecture to
stakeholders and demonstrate that it has met their requirements focus on architecturally significant aspects of design
including frequently overlooked areas such as performance resilience and location use scenarios and patterns to drive the
creation and validation of your architecture document your architecture as a set of related views use perspectives to ensure
that your architecture exhibits important qualities such as performance scalability and security the architectural
viewpoints and perspectives presented in the book also provide a valuable long term reference source for new and experienced
architects alike whether you are an aspiring or practicing software architect you will find yourself referring repeatedly to
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the practical advice in this book throughout the lifecycle of your projects a supporting site containing further information
can be found at viewpoints and perspectives info

Code Complete

2004-06-09

user interfaces ui of applications since about 2010 are usually implemented by dedicated frontend programs following a rich
client architecture and are based on the technologies html css and javascript this approach provides great flexibility and
power but comes with an inherent great overall complexity of uis running on a continuously changing technology stack this is
because since over twenty years technologies still progress at an extremely high invention rate and unfortunately at the
same time still regularly reinvent part of their self this situation is harmless for small uis consisting of just a handful
dialogs and having to last for just about one or two years however it becomes a major hurdle for large uis consisting of a
few hundred dialogs and having to last for five or more years this is especially the case for the complex uis of industrial
business information systems the main scientific contribution of this dissertation is the hierarchical user interface component
architecture huica a scalable software architecture for rich client based user interfaces it is primarily based on the important
architecture principle separation of concerns soc the derived idea of hierarchical composition the invented design pattern model
view controller component tree mvc ct and the existing concepts presentation model and data binding

Software Systems Architecture

2005-04-20

the software factory methodology is based on recognition of these similarities and a drive to extend the concept of
reusability to the point where we achieve entirely automated product lines based on an analysis and understanding of the
common features and techniques of a set of applications a software factory defines a tailored end to end methodology for
building these applications at the heart of the software factory methodology is the concept of domain specific languages
dsls which in essence are development environments specifically tailored to the set of applications in hand it removes a certain
degree of flexibility but greatly enhances productivity by removing a lot of the coding complexity for an analogy consider the
use of the now ubiquitous drag and drop controls in winforms or visual basic further in the sf methodology patterns process
advice and best practices can be harvested and applied for all applications in the set there are some good books on the theory
of sf already on the market up until this point a lot of these concepts were fairly theoretical and abstract

Hierarchical User Interface Component Architecture

2018-12-18

software architecture is a primary factor in the creation and evolution of virtually all products involving software it is a
topic of major interest in the research community where pronusmg formalisms processes and technologies are under development
architecture is also of major interest in industry because it is recognized as a significant leverage point for manipulating such
basic development factors as cost quality and interval its importance is attested to by the fact that there are several
international workshop series as well as major conference sessions devoted to it the first working ifip conference on software
architecture wicsal provided a focused and dedicated forum for the international software architecture community to unify
and coordinate its effort to advance the state of practice and research wicsa 1 was organized to facilitate information
exchange between practising software architects and software architecture researchers the conference was held in san
antonio texas usa from february 22nd to february 24th 1999 it was the initiating event for the new ifip tc 2 working group
on software architecture this proceedings document contains the papers accepted for the conference the papers in this volume
comprise both experience reports and technical papers the proceedings reflect the structure of the conference and are divided
into six sections corresponding to the working groups established for the conference

Practical Software Factories in .NET

2006-11-22

prefaceto understand anything you should not try to understand everything aristotle the whole is greater than the sum of
the parts the part is greater than a fraction of the whole aristotle architecting is a challenging process of abstraction
composition modularity and simplification to create an architecture specification an architecture specification captures the
essence and definition of the system understanding parts and the relationships among the parts an architecture specification
defines how a system solves a business problem within the scope of the business putman leave the beaten track occasionally
and dive into the woods you will be certain to find something that you have never seen before alexander graham bell there are
large gaps in the theory and practice of software architecture and engineering much is published about the representation of a
software architecture such as the unified modeling language uml but little is available about the specification for a
software architecture software engineering methods of domain engineering process modeling languages and well formed
patterns of reasoning aid in the specification of an architecture the reference model of open distributed processing rm odp defines
the standard reference model for distributed software systems architectures based on object oriented techniques accepted at
the international level rm odp is a standard adopted by the international standards organization iso and the international
telecommunications union itu rm odp is embedded and used actively in mission critical systems industries such as in
telecommunications in health care on wall street financial services industry in various government systems logistics in
european government agencies such as uk aviation control systems as a foundation for the object management group omg
object management architecture oma for defining enterprise architectures and for defining software architectures the software
systems architecture work that is emerging and is focused either at the component level or at the systems level provides a key
resource for architecting this is enhanced by the architecting techniques of rm odp this book assembles these great ideas
explains what they mean and shows how to use them for practical benefit along with real world case study examples by using
the rm odp specification constructs associated languages architecture patterns of reasoning semantic behavior specification
and conformance testing abilities readers will be able to architect their specific systems based on the rm odp specification
foundations and specify architectures that work one of the purposes of this book is to provide the approach to using the rm
odp foundations in architecting and specifying a distributed processing system that addresses such key properties as
interoperability dependability portability integration composability scalability transparency behavior specification quality
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of service policy management federation and conformance validation another purpose of this book is to explain the underlying
foundations for creating an architectural specification these foundations come not only from rm odp but also from the
current work in software systems architecture another purpose is to guide the reader to understand the importance and
benefits of creating an architecture specification for an enterprise yet another purpose is to provide the reader with the
principles to construct software systems architecture at both introductory and in depth levels by applying the proven
techniques of rm odp for what makes a good architecture readers will be able to build their own tailored architectures and
clearly represent them in uml or some other tool with an understanding of the underlying principles practitioners of rm odp
have found that the standard is extremely beneficial in guiding architecture definition and providing standard terminology
principles for distributed object applications and infrastructures from an enterprise perspective outstanding features this book
is intended to provide valuable insight into successful architecture specification by describing an unprecedented foundation to
accomplish this task describing the use of the foundation explaining the relationships of the concepts of architecting explaining
the relationships of the concepts of distributed processing and identifying the right methods and possible tools for
architecting all material for the book has been derived from actual experiences a medical case study is used throughout the
book in ever increasing detailed specification this medical case study is based on actual experience of the author in addition
many metamodels are provided to represent the concepts of rm odp all of these metamodels are contributions from the author
this is information that readers can use and apply in their architecting today rm odp provides a reference framework grammars
methods of abstraction and composition and separation of concerns to achieve an architecture specification of the system rm
odp provides a framework for this separation using viewpoints as well as separating out certain decisions e g product
decisions until later further the reference model provides a set of definitions which always aids in communicating with others
there is little in the literature about rm odp or architecture specification and certainly not a book dedicated as a tutorial of
these subjects now there is in summary this book offers the following how to manage the architecting process in the lifecycle
of a system how to solve many architecture reuse and cost effectiveness problems how to create a business specification how
to understand and use the concepts of distributed processing in an architecture how to architect effectively how to specify
an architecture how to understand and specify semantic behavior and nonfunctional properties of a system the ilities how to
provide the right level of detail in an architecture specification how to ensure the implementation conforms to the
architecture specification how to use rm odp effectively how to use popular tools such as uml to describe an architecture a
definitive tutorial of rm odp audience this book is designed for those in the distributed software systems architecture
community who are interested in a methodology for using proven architecture principles professional software architects who
are looking for new ideas about architecting a system within this book the reader will find discussions of the techniques for
architecting for creating an architecture specification and rm odp s relationship to other architecture frameworks program
managers interested in how to create a cost effective architecture within their enterprise that focuses on the needs of the
enterprise and solves an enterprise problem they will learn how do to do this through an overview of rm odp the program
benefits for using it and where rm odp fits in the system lifecycle process systems engineers interested in the lifecycle approach
to enterprise architecture specification experienced engineers interested in expanding their understanding of how to create a
valid architecture specification and gain an understanding of the distributed processing system concepts why certain
constructions are valid and why some are not what is to be specified and how and some new ideas and approaches to
architecting a system the reader will be able to develop a collection of useful distributed processing architecting techniques
that expand upon the current software systems architecture capabilities developers interested in the practice of architecture
specification and aligning current technology to achieve a workable system while allowing evolutionary changes in
technology solutions researchers interested in solutions and aids for furthering the research work in architecture
specification individuals in the software community who are generally interested in the application of an architecture method
readers will find examples of the applications of rm odp and specific analysis techniques the expected audience will be novice
and mid level program managers software engineers those in the ieee dod research communities consortia and general
architecture readers this book can be used as a textbook and reference book for studies in the methods of architecture for
graduate studies in software architecture specification for training information about software architecture and rm odp for
further education of consultants integration specialists and acquisition managers who need to approve and fund such work
and for researchers who are expanding the discipline of software architecture the inclusion of rm odp will bring to the u s
principally the outstanding work that was accomplished by the international standards working group in brief the rm odp
principles form a solution set and foundation for all software architecting endeavors it is the formalized framework for this
topic and at the international standard is level of acceptance it forms a solution set and foundation for reuse of design
patterns to provide cost effective software architecture it is the process for this topic but has never before been described in
a book many program managers who typically set the stage as to the methodology of choice for a project software engineers
and researchers in academia and in darpa are unaware of the power and solutions provided by the standard or the process of
identifying and instantiating reuse of all the expensive assets of architecture many do not realize that there is a language for
specifying software intensive distributed processing and that language is precisely and rigorously defined in rm odp for reuse
those debating definitions for architecture system interface and others can reuse the internationally agreed upon definitions
finally with the inclusion of rm odp and its relationship to other architecture frameworks it is expected that many software
engineers will benefit from reading this work since it will be the first time these subjects are discussed in print how to use this
book this book is divided into four parts aimed at increasing levels of detail part one provides an overview of the field of
software architecture an rm odp primer for managers and an rm odp primer for architects part two provides an in depth study
of rm odp and how to use it areas of importance and utility from rm odp are highlighted ambiguity in rm odp is highlighted
warnings in the use of rm odp are highlighted part three provides a discussion of the principal architecture patterns of use
arranged by topic several of these patterns of use come from emerging work under the initiative of rm odp as well as lessons
learned from the practice of rm odp these patterns of reasoning used by the architect are founded on the principals of rm odp as
discussed in part two of the book part four concludes with relating rm odp to other architecture methods it also provides
emerging technologies to further the patterns of reasoning for use in architecting and a set of architecting heuristics the
information contained in this book is organized in a manner that provides clear insight into the world of distributed software
intensive processing architecture for designers and developers who are familiar with information systems technology but want
to know more about how to build a good architecture starting with a tutorial about software architecture and then a
tutorial about the standard for software architecture the reader need not be an expert in the area of international
standards rm odp software architecture or specific technologies the book goes on to address the needs of the variety of
readers for which it is intended each chapter in the book provides an overview of the subject of the chapter as well as a
summary for those who wish a broad brush exposure to rm odp the primers of part one provide this as well as the overviews
and summaries in each chapter of interest as each chapter progresses in parts two and three more and more in depth detail is
provided the readings of these chapters are aimed at those who wish to know the technical details of a topic there are two
case studies used throughout the book at various levels of detail the primary case study is a hospital enterprise based upon
the author s experience with the medical profession a secondary case study is an airline reservation system also based upon
the author s experience these case studies are used to describe the concepts of rm odp and to show how they might be used
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Software Architecture

1999-02-28

most organizations rely on complex enterprise information systems eiss to codify their business practices and collect process
and analyze business data these eiss are large heterogeneous distributed constantly evolving dynamic long lived and mission
critical in other words they are a complicated system of systems as features are added to an eis new technologies and
components are selected and integrated in many ways these information systems are to an enterprise what a brain is to the
higher species a complex poorly understood mass upon which the organism relies for its very existence to optimize business
value these large complex systems must be modernized but where does one begin this book uses an extensive real world case
study based on the modernization of a thirty year old retail system to show how modernizing legacy systems can deliver
significant business value to any organization

Architecting with RM-ODP

2001

a comprehensive process for defining software architectures that work a good software architecture is the foundation of
any successful software system effective architecting requires a clear understanding of organizational roles artifacts
activities performed and the optimal sequence for performing those activities with the process of software architecting peter
eeles and peter cripps provide guidance on these challenges by covering all aspects of architecting a software system
introducing best practice techniques that apply in every environment whether based on java ee microsoft net or other
technologies eeles and cripps first illuminate concepts related to software architecture including architecture documentation
and reusable assets next they present an accessible task focused guided tour through a typical project focusing on the
architect s role with common issues illuminated and addressed throughout finally they conclude with a set of best practices
that can be applied to today s most complex systems you will come away from this book understanding the role of the
architect in a typical software development project how to document a software architecture to satisfy the needs of
different stakeholders the applicability of reusable assets in the process of architecting the role of the architect with respect
to requirements definition the derivation of an architecture based on a set of requirements the relevance of architecting in
creating complex systems the process of software architecting will be an indispensable resource for every working and aspiring
software architect and for every project manager and other software professional who needs to understand how
architecture influences their work

Modernizing Legacy Systems

2003
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The Process of Software Architecting

2009-07-14

taking a learn by doing approach software engineering design theory and practice uses examples review questions chapter
exercises and case study assignments to provide students and practitioners with the understanding required to design complex
software systems explaining the concepts that are immediately relevant to software designers it begins with a review of
software design fundamentals the text presents a formal top down design process that consists of several design activities
with varied levels of detail including the macro micro and construction design levels as part of the top down approach it
provides in depth coverage of applied architectural creational structural and behavioral design patterns for each design issue
covered it includes a step by step breakdown of the execution of the design solution along with an evaluation discussion and
justification for using that particular solution the book outlines industry proven software design practices for leading
large scale software design efforts developing reusable and high quality software systems and producing technical and
customer driven design documentation it also offers one stop guidance for mastering the software design construction
sections of the official software engineering body of knowledge swebok details a collection of standards and guidelines for
structuring high quality code describes techniques for analyzing and evaluating the quality of software designs collectively
the text supplies comprehensive coverage of the software design concepts students will need to succeed as professional design
leaders the section on engineering leadership for software designers covers the necessary ethical and leadership skills required
of software developers in the public domain the section on creating software design documents sdd familiarizes students with
the software design notations structural descriptions and behavioral models required for sdds course notes exercises with
answers online resources and an instructor s manual are available upon qualified course adoption instructors can contact
the author about these resources via the author s website softwareengineeringdesign com
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2007-12

a new quantitative architecture simulation approach to software design that circumvents costly testing cycles by modeling
quality of service in early design states too often software designers lack an understanding of the effect of design decisions
on such quality attributes as performance and reliability this necessitates costly trial and error testing cycles delaying or
complicating rollout this book presents a new quantitative architecture simulation approach to software design which
allows software engineers to model quality of service in early design stages it presents the first simulator for software
architectures palladio and shows students and professionals how to model reusable parametrized components and configured
deployed systems in order to analyze service attributes the text details the key concepts of palladio s domain specific
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modeling language for software architecture quality and presents the corresponding development stage it describes how
quality information can be used to calibrate architecture models from which detailed simulation models are automatically
derived for quality predictions readers will learn how to approach systematically questions about scalability hardware
resources and efficiency the text features a running example to illustrate tasks and methods as well as three case studies
from industry each chapter ends with exercises suggestions for further reading and takeaways that summarize the key points of
the chapter the simulator can be downloaded from a companion website which offers additional material the book can be used in
graduate courses on software architecture quality engineering or performance engineering it will also be an essential resource
for software architects and software engineers and for practitioners who want to apply palladio in industrial settings

Software Engineering Design

2012-08-23

software product lines are emerging as an important new paradigm for so ware development product lines are enabling
organizations to achieve impressive time to market gains and cost reductions in 1997 we at the software engine ing institute
sei launched a product line practice initiative our vision was that product line development would be a low risk high return
proposition for the entire software engineering community it was our hope from the beginning that there would eventually be su
cient interest to hold a conference the first software product line conference splc1 was the realization of that hope since
splc1 we have seen a growing interest in software product lines companies are launching their own software product line
initiatives product line technical and business practices are maturing product line tool vendors are emerging and books on
product lines are being published motivated by the enthusiastic response to splc1 and the increasing number of software
product lines and product line researchers and practitioners the sei is proud to sponsor this second conference dedicated to
software product lines we were grati ed by the submissions to splc2 from all parts of the globe from government and
commercial organizations from these submissions we were able to assemble a rich and varied conference program with unique
opportunities for software product line novices experts and those in between this collection represents the papers selected
from that response and includes research and experience reports

Modeling and Simulating Software Architectures

2016-10-21

Software Product Lines

2003-08-02
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